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Abstract
This paper presents an automatic system to detect sentence
boundaries in speech recognition transcripts. Two systems
were developed that use independent sources of information. 
One is a linguistic system that uses linguistic features in a 
statistical language model while the other is an acoustic
system that uses prosodic features in a feed-forward neural
network model. A third system was developed that combines 
the scores from the acoustic and the linguistic systems in a 
Maximum-Likelihood framework. All systems outlined in this 
paper are essentially language-independent but all our 
experiments were conducted on the Arabic Broadcast News
speech recognition transcripts. Our experiments show that 
while the acoustic system outperforms the linguistic system,
the combined system achieves the best performance at
detecting sentence boundaries. 

1. Introduction
Speech-to-Text systems today produce transcriptions that 
differ in many ways from the normal written forms of a
language.  In almost every case, these differences result in a 
degraded transcript in terms of human readability.  Most of 
today’s systems do not hypothesize sentence boundaries,
producing a monolithic transcript that is difficult to read.
Absence of sentence boundaries also makes the speech 
recognition transcripts less useful to most Natural Language 
Processing systems. Sentences are the preferred basic units of 
most natural language understanding systems such as the 
Natural Language Parsers and the Information Retrieval 
systems.

Speech transcripts differ from text articles since they lack
case, punctuation, and other structural cues. With the absence 
of such structure, it becomes very difficult to hypothesize
sentences in speech transcripts. However, speech transcripts
have one advantage in their favor. It has been shown that 
prosody has a strong correlation with discourse structure [4].
The availability of audio with the transcripts makes it possible 
to use prosody for detecting sentences. Prosody can make a 
big impact since pause and emphatic stress are part of the 
signature for many discourse structures like sentences. 

Textual cues like word identity, word sequence, and part-
of-speech, have been commonly used to build statistical
language models on sentence beginnings and ends for 
sentence boundary detection. These language models rely on 
the fact that certain words are more likely to begin or end a
sentence than others. Prosody has also been effectively used
in detecting sentences in speech. Christensen, Gotoh and 
Renals [1], and Kim and Woodland [3], use pause duration, 
pitch, phoneme-duration, and energy to hypothesize sentences
in English Broadcast News (BN) speech transcripts. Stolcke
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hriberg [5] have also used prosodic features, such as 
 and pause in a decision-tree based system to detect
ces in English Conversational Telephone Speech (CTS) 
ripts. Huang and Zweig [2] use lexical features and 
 durations in a Maximum Entropy model for
ation annotation in English CTS transcripts. However, 

of the ongoing research has focused on the English
ge.

 this paper, we present our approach to sentence
ary detection in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the 
mental setup and the evaluation paradigm. In Section 4, 
mental results on Arabic BN speech transcripts will be
ted and discussed. Finally, we conclude the paper in
n 5.

2. Our Approach 
1

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of our sentence
boundary detection approach 

shows the conceptual diagram of our approach. The 
t of our Arabic Audio Indexer system [7], with automatic
 recognition, speaker change detection, and named-

 extraction is funneled into the two subsystems, the 
tic subsystem and the Linguistic subsystem. Each of 
subsystems uses a different knowledge source and

ces scores, which are estimates of the likelihood of each
ary class, sentence-boundary (SB), or no-sentence-
ary (NSB). The outputs from the two subsystems are
y the Combined system to produce the final hypothesis.
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ripts that have manually annotated words, speaker turns, 
med-entities. During decoding, we use the output of our
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Audio Indexer system with automatically hypothesized words, 
speaker turns, and named-entities. A number of prosodic 
features are extracted from the audio based on the word 
boundaries in the speech transcript. The Acoustic subsystem 
uses these prosodic features The Linguistic subsystem uses the 
hypothesized words and named-entities within each automatic 
speaker turn. The likelihood scores from each of the 
subsystems are then combined in a Combined SBD decoder to 
produce the final hypothesis of sentence boundaries. 

We will describe the feature extraction component and 
the SBD subsystems in some detail and then describe the 
combination approach. Each SBD subsystem produces 
likelihood scores that can be used to derive a subsystem-level 
hypothesis. We analyzed the performance of each of these 
subsystems together with the performance of the combination 
stage. T

2.1. Prosodic Feature Extraction 

Figure 2

Figure 2: Prosodic feature extraction method

 shows the conceptual diagram of our feature 
extraction method. We define putative boundaries, PB, as the 
intervals between words in the speech transcripts. The SBD 
system can hypothesize sentence boundaries in each of these 
PB. We extract a variety of prosodic features from the audio at 
each PB. 
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Pause statistics are estimated from the intervals between the 
words, which may be absent altogether when there is no pause 
between the hypothesized words.  Pitch, Energy, and Speaking 
Rate statistics are estimated from 500 ms windows on either 
side of PBi extending from its edges. The estimated prosodic 
features are functions of these statistics. 
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We estimated four types of prosodic features in a total of 
47 features. Table 1 shows the distribution of the prosodic 
features estimated as well as the types of statistics used to 
estimate these features.  There were 9 Pause related features, 
2 Speaking Rate features, 6 Energy based features, and 30 
Pitch related features estimated at the putative boundaries.  
The prosodic features estimated during this effort were a 
diverse set of features with some being continuous, others 
being discrete, and yet others were Boolean features. 
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able 1: Distribution of the prosodic feature types in 
our system 

Figure 2

coustic Subsystem 

coustic subsystem consists of a 2-layer feed-forward 
l Network (NN) that was trained on the 47 prosodic 
es mentioned in Section 2.1. The NN system was chosen 
 ability to determine the complex function that maps the 
e set of input prosodic features into the output boundary 
s. The network configuration was 47 input nodes, 4000 
 nodes, and 2 output nodes. Standard back-propagation 
g was applied with the Minimum Squared-Error (MSE) 
on.
ch putative boundary PBi ( ) is associated with 

ndary class ci, which is one of sentence-boundary (SB),
-sentence-boundary (NSB), and a 47-dimensional 
ic feature vector fi. The Acoustic subsystem 

hesizes sentence boundaries by comparing the output of 
N against an empirical threshold as shown in the 
ing equation:
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       (1) 

where
• if  is the NN output for the input 

prosodic feature vector fi
•  is an empirical threshold 

inguistic Subsystem 

inguistic subsystem consists of a trigram language 
 that is very similar in spirit to the Finite State Model 
bed in [1]. We used the BBN IdentiFinder system to 
rt names into name-class tokens, e.g., the words in the 

“ ” were converted into the tokens 
SON* *PERSON*”. The name-class mapping was 

d to the training transcripts as well as to the speech 
ition output. This mapping helps in reducing the 

ive lexicon in our language model. The need for a 
r lexicon was a constraint of our implementation during 
urse of this early work. 
llowing the mapping, each word wi has an associated 
ary class ci, which is one of SB or NSB. Word wi starts 
ence if the associated boundary class ci is SB. Sentence 
aries are hypothesized by the Linguistic subsystem 
the Viterbi algorithm for finding the optimal sequence 



of boundary classes , given the sequence of words  in 
a speaker turn containing N words, as shown in the following 
equation:
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      (3) 
, here,  is an exponential smoothing factor. The superscript 

pL (.) denotes Linguistic likelihoods.

2.4. Combined System 

In the Acoustic subsystem, the NN produces scores, if  that 
are MSE estimates of the posterior probability of the boundary 
classes. These scores are transformed into likelihoods by 
scaling them with the prior probability, P , of the boundary 
classes, estimated from the same training data. Thus, the 
Acoustic subsystem produces the acoustic likelihood, p

ic

A, as 
follows:  

i

i
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The Combined system combines the scores from the two 
subsystems in a Maximum-Likelihood framework. The 
optimal sequence of boundary classes , given the sequence 

of words , and the sequence of prosodic feature vectors 

 in a speaker turn with N words, is determined using the 
Viterbi algorithm as follows: 
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where , are exponential smoothing factors 

3. Experimental Setup 
We used Broadcast News acoustic data consisting of 
approximately 57 hours of spoken Arabic, transcribed without 
diacritic markings, from Egyptian and Syrian broadcast radio 
and TV, and the Al-Jazeera TV network for our experiments 
[7]. The 57 hours of acoustic data were split into a training set 
and a test set. The most recent 6.5 hours of data was chosen as 
the test set, while the rest was used for training. The 
corresponding transcriptions in this corpus contain sentence 
boundary annotation. The data used in our experiments is 
summarized in Table 2. 

The neural network in the Acoustic subsystem was trained 
on 320K prosodic feature vectors estimated from the training 
data. Approximately 320K words, from the same acoustic 
training transcription, were used to train the language model 
for the Linguistic subsystem. The training data transcriptions 
contained manually annotated names of people, locations, and 
organizations. These were used for the name-class mapping 
prior to building the language model in the Linguistic
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IdentiFinder system [6]. 

Set # hours # words # sentences 
raining 50.5 320K 12K
Test 6.5 40K 1.6K
Total 57.0 360K 13.6K

Table 2: Experimental data summary

ystems were evaluated on the output of our Arabic 
h-to-Text (STT) system.wirh approximately 19% word 
rate (WER). Speaker turns were defined using the 
atic speaker change detection system and sentence 
aries were hypothesized within each speaker turn. The 
IdentiFinder system, performing at 17% Slot Error Rate, 
sed to automatically identify the names in the STT 

t for the name-class mapping.
e generated the reference by mapping the sentence 
aries, by time, from the reference transcriptions to the 
t putative boundary in the STT output for each episode 
 test set. The mapped STT output was now considered 
e reference for the performance evaluation. During 
g, the system-output sentence boundaries were 
red against the mapped-reference sentence boundaries 

 STT output. We used the Detection Error Rate (DER) 
 primary evaluation metric. DER is the sum of False
tance Rate (FA) and the False Rejection Rate (FR) and 
ilar to the Slot Error Rate metric proposed in [8]. A 
Acceptance error is counted when the system 

hesizes a sentence-boundary when there is none. A 
Rejection errors is counted when the system misses a 
ntence-boundary. Systems were compared at the equal-
perating point to allow comparison of different systems 

 similar operating conditions. 

4. Results
 3

Table 3: Performance of the SBD systems on STT 
output

 shows the performance of the 3 systems, Acoustic,
istic, and Combined.

ystem %FA %FR %DER
coustic 27.88 27.82 55.70
nguistic 36.90 39.60 76.50
mbined 25.13 25.25 50.38

sults show that the Acoustic subsystem outperforms the 
istic subsystem by a wide margin. It is not surprising 
he Linguistic subsystem is weak at detecting sentence 
aries given that the only training data available for 
ng the language model consists of the acoustic 
riptions, which is quite miniscule. The Combined system 
ces a substantial gain even when combining two very 
nt systems, indicative of its ability to effectively 
ne different knowledge sources like the prosodic 
ation and the linguistic information to detect sentence 
aries.
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Figure 3: DET plot for the Combined system on 
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We tuned the parameters, , , in Equation (6) to analyze the 
performance of the Combined system in a DET plot, which is 
a plot of FR versus FA, as well as a plot of the DER versus 
FA, as shown in Figure 3. The diagonal line across the 
diagram can be used to identify the equal-error points on the 
two plots. We can see from the DET plot that the equal-error 
operating point, 50.38% DER, is very close to the minimum-
error operating point, 49.56% DER. This indicates that our 
system is not biased towards one kind of error even though the 
no-sentence-boundary class dominates the boundary classes in 
the training and test transcriptions.
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Figure 4 shows the output of our Arabic Audio Indexer 
System for an Al-Jazeera TV episode, automatically annotated 
with sentence boundaries by the Combined SBD system. The 
periods denoting the hypothesized sentence boundaries are 
followed by double spaces to show the enhancement in 
readability of the Arabic STT transcripts with automatic 
sentence boundary detection. 
5. Conclusions
s paper, we have described an automatic language-
ndent system to detect sentence boundaries in Arabic 
 recognition transcripts. The output of our Arabic Audio 

er system with automatic sentences shows the value 
 by our sentence boundary detection system to the 
 transcripts. It is very difficult for us to compare to 
g research, which has been focused on English. We plan 
ly the same approach, as described in this paper, to the 
h BN, and CTS domains for effective comparisons. We 
lan to use large amounts of text transcriptions to build 
ical language models that improve the performance of 
guistic system. We believe that the performance of our 
ined SBD system, at approximately 50% DER, is 
tive of a useful sentence-based speech transcript. 
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